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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present invention relates to storing and manipulating 
customer purchasing information, particularly purchasing 
information by credit cards, debit cards, checks, and the like. 
Ahierarchical organizational structure is created comprising 
a plurality of categories and sub-categories. The customer 
purchase information may then be retrieved according to 
user created links to generate customer preference informa 
tion. The customer preference information may be stored in 
a customer account, thereby alloWing targeted offers to be 
made to customers. 
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TlTLE/DESCRIPTION COUNTS PERCENTAGE (%) 

SHOPPING 1478 73.9 

(SHOPPING GENERAL PREFERENCES) 

DEPARTMENT STORES 938 46.9 

HIGH $ 573 28.7 

SAKS 117 5.9 

NIEMAN MARCUS 212 10,6 
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TITLE/ACCOUNT SCORE 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GATHERING AND 
STANDARDIZING CUSTOMER PURCHASE 
INFORMATION FOR TARGET MARKETING 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to the ?eld of gath 
ering and standardizing customer purchase information for 
target marketing to credit card customers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Every business enterprise Works to attract neW 
customers and retain existing customers. Various Ways of 
soliciting business are knoWn. Direct mailing is one knoW 
method for soliciting business. A business Will send mail to 
a potential customer, offering various goods and services. 
Direct mailing, hoWever, may suffer from the draWbacks of 
offering a potential customer goods or services that are not 
Wanted or needed. Telephone solicitation is another knoWn 
method. Telephone calls, hoWever, may suffer from the 
draWback of being considered intrusive by potential cus 
tomers. 

[0003] Customer research, including survey information, 
may assist a marketer in providing services and goods that 
are Wanted. Surveys, hoWever, do not address the particular 
needs or Wants of an individual customer. Surveys, at best, 
may identify trends among a group of people, not the Wants 
or needs of an individual consumer. 

[0004] Customer research may also be used to retain 
eXisting customers. A company may obtain feed back from 
eXisting customers, thereby enabling the company to ascer 
tain What product and services customers Want, and hoW 
eXisting products and services can be changed. Such cus 
tomer research, hoWever, may be dif?cult to obtain, as it 
depends upon customers to respond to surveys and/or ques 
tions. Meaningful customer feedback may be impractical for 
companies With large numbers of customers, as the only Way 
to obtain feedback may be by use of telephone calls or direct 
mailings. Customer feedback may not indicate information 
on hoW to attract neW customers. 

[0005] These and other draWbacks eXist. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] An object of the present invention is to overcome 
these and other draWbacks in eXisting systems. 

[0007] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method for storing and manipulating information 
relating to individual customer purchases. 

[0008] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method for creating an organiZational structure 
to store customer purchase information, Where the organi 
Zational structure comprises a hierarchy of categories and 
sub-categories. 

[0009] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method of creating customer preferences based 
on customer purchase information. 

[0010] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method for targeting offers to customers based 
on customer preferences. 
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[0011] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method for placing customer purchase informa 
tion in an organiZational structure through use of a link ?le, 
Where the link ?le comprises a plurality of instructions for 
placing customer purchase information in predetermined 
places in the organiZational structure. 

[0012] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
system and method for creating a customer preference 
database, Where the customer preference database includes 
information about a customer preference and score for 
various categories and sub-categories. 

[0013] These and other objects of the invention are accom 
plished according to various embodiments of the invention. 
According to one embodiment of the invention, an organi 
Zational structure may be created for storing customer 
purchase information. The organiZational structure may 
comprise a plurality of categories and sub-categories 
arranged in a hierarchical structure. Customer purchase 
information placed in one sub-category may be place in a 
sub-category or category located above in the hierarchical 
order. 

[0014] According to another embodiment of the invention, 
a link ?le may be created for placing customer purchase 
information into an organiZational structure. A link ?le may 
contain a plurality of instructions to a processor. The pro 
cessor places customer purchase information received from 
a plurality of different sources, into speci?c locations Within 
an organiZational structure. 

[0015] Other objects and advantages eXist for the present 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] FIG. 1 illustrates a representation of a hierarchical 
organiZational structure according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates a presentation of customer pur 
chase information placed Within a hierarchical organiZa 
tional structure according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates an representation of links found 
in a like ?le Which may be used to place customer purchase 
information according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0019] FIG. 4 illustrates a depiction of a system for 
implementing the present invention according to an embodi 
ment of the invention. 

[0020] FIG. 5 depicts a How chart representing a method 
of implementing the present invention according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

[0021] FIG. 6 illustrates a presentation of customer scores 
Within a hierarchical organiZation structure according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0022] The present invention may be used for methods and 
systems for standardiZing customer purchase information 
for ?nancial institutions, and more particularly credit card 
issuers. Nonetheless, the characteristics and parameters per 
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taining to the systems and methods are equally applicable to 
other systems and methods for standardizing customer pur 
chase information, especially Where information is obtained 
from a variety of separate sources. 

[0023] According to an embodiment of the invention, the 
present invention relates to a system and method for taking 
customer purchase information from multiple sources, pro 
cessing each datum into a standard form, and combining the 
standardiZed customer purchase information into a customer 
preference description. Customer purchase information may 
comprise any information relevant to creating a customer 
preference. Customer purchase information may comprise 
information about speci?c transactions by a customer (e.g., 
amount of purchases, location of purchase, What Was pur 
chased, etc.), responses to surveys, background information 
regarding a customer (e.g., age, occupation, income, etc.) 
and responses to previous offers and solicitations. Customer 
purchase information may comprise other information as 
Well. 

[0024] The present invention may further relate computer 
implemented methods and systems for gathering and stan 
dardiZing customer purchase information for target market 
ing to customers. A computer implemented method for 
standardiZing customer purchase information may use a 
computer system Which comprises a storage device for 
storing the customer purchase information, and a transaction 
processor for placing the customer purchase information. 
The method may include creating an organiZational struc 
ture. The organiZational structure may comprise a number of 
categories and sub-categories arranged in a hierarchy. Infor 
mation may be input into the organiZational structure, and 
more speci?cally, placed in the plurality categories and the 
plurality of sub-categories. Customer preferences may be 
created based on the information in the organiZational struc 
ture. 

[0025] FIG. 5 illustrates a ?oWchart according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. An organiZational 
structure for receiving customer purchase information is 
created at step 102. The organiZational structure, as Will be 
described in more detail beloW, may comprise a hierarchical 
structure of categories and sub-categories. 

[0026] A link ?le may be created at step 104. According to 
an embodiment of the invention, a link ?le may comprise a 
plurality of instructions governing placement of customer 
purchase information. A link ?le may read the various 
components in the information and place the information in 
appropriate locations Within an organiZational structure. 
According to an embodiment of the invention, creating of a 
link ?le may be based on the categories and sub-categories 
in an organiZational structure. Link ?les Will be described in 
greater detail beloW. 

[0027] At step 106, customer purchase information may 
be placed Within appropriate locations of an organiZational 
structure based on a link ?le. The information may be placed 
Within appropriate categories and sub-categories of an orga 
niZational structure. 

[0028] Scores may be generated based on the placement of 
customer purchase information, at step 110. According to an 
embodiment of the invention, scores may generated based 
on the total dollar amount of purchases made by customers 
for a particular category or sub-category. Generating scores 
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Will be described in greater detail beloW. Other methods for 
generating scores may also be used. 

[0029] A customer preference may be created based on 
generated scores in step 112. Thus, according to an embodi 
ment of the invention, a customer preference may be created 
based on a plurality of scores, With each score generated 
from each category and sub-category of an organiZational 
structure. Other methods for creating customer preferences 
may also be used. 

[0030] Using a created customer preferences, at step 114, 
a customer may be contacted With offers for goods and 
services. Offers may include telephone calls, direct mailing, 
e-mail contact, or other methods of contacting a customer. 

[0031] Other methods for implementing the present inven 
tion may also be used. Additional steps may be included, and 
steps may be omitted. Various steps and aspects of the 
invention Will noW be described in more detail. 

[0032] Customer purchase information may be received 
from a variety of sources. Mailing lists may provide cus 
tomer purchase information. Bureau information, such as a 
credit bureau, may provide initial information about a cus 
tomer. Bureau information may include all outstanding lines 
of credit of a customer, the grantor of a line of credit, the 
initial amount granted, and the balance and interest rate for 
a line of credit. Other information may be included in bureau 
information. 

[0033] When a customer accepts a solicitation and ?lls out 
an application for a service, eg credit card, debit card, 
checking account, ?nancial services, etc., more information 
may be gathered. Additional information may be gathered 
based on a customers purchases, account activity, and inter 
action With the ?nancial institution or entity gathering the 
information. Interaction may include acceptance or non 
acceptance of offers made by the entity gathering the infor 
mation. Customer purchase information may be gathered in 
other manners, based on the products and services to be 
potentially offered to a customer. 

[0034] Standardization of customer purchase information 
alloWs an entity, such as, for eXample, a ?nancial institution 
or a credit card provider, to better meet the needs of the 
customer. The more information gathered about a customer, 
the easier to tailor offers of products and services to What a 
particular customer really Wants or needs. 

[0035] According to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion, data sources relevant to creating customer preferences 
are determined. A organiZational structure setting forth cus 
tomer preferences may be created. A link ?le may direct a 
processor to translate information from data sources into the 
organiZational thereby alloWing customer preferences to be 
created. 

[0036] One aspect of the present invention involves an 
organiZational structure, Which may have both top-doWn 
taXonomy and bottom-up taXonomy. The organiZational 
structure stores and classi?es customer purchase informa 
tion. According to an embodiment of the invention, an 
organiZational structure may be a hierarchical database. 

[0037] In a top-doWn taXonomy, or classi?cation, various 
categories having a number of sub-categories may be cre 
ated based on brand and research information. As illustrated 
in FIG. 1, a top-doWn taxonomy may comprise a category 
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labeled “Shopping.” The “Shopping” category may be 
divided into various sub-categories, such as “Department 
Stores,” “Retail Stores,” “Specialty Stores,” and the like. 
Sub-categories, in turn, may divided into further sub-cat 
egories. “Department Stores” may be divided into “High 
Dollar,” “Medium Dollar,” “LoW Dollar,” and “Discount” 
sub-categories. “High Dollar” may further be divided into 
speci?c stores, such as “Macy’sTM,” “Nordstorm’sTM,” 
“Sak’s Fifth AvenueTM,” and other department stores. Par 
ticular stores may be further divided among various depart 
ments, such as jeWelry, cosmetics, men’s clothing, Women’s 
clothing, and the like. Other levels of sub-categories may be 
used as needed, according to the level of detail desired for 
a particular category and the availability of the information. 

[0038] For example, in an embodiment of the invention, 
information about a customer purchase at Nordstorm’sTM is 
received. The customer purchase information may be placed 
under the “Nordstorm’sTM” sub-category. The customer pur 
chase information, hoWever, may also be placed under the 
“High Dollar” sub-category, the “Department Store” sub 
category, and the “Shopping” category. Additionally, the 
customer purchase information may be placed in other 
applicable categories. If the customer purchase at Nord 
storm’sTM Was in the jeWelry department, the customer 
purchase information may also be placed in a “Jewelry” 
category, and in relevant sub-categories in the “Jewelry” 
category. 

[0039] Customer purchase information may comprise 
various data regarding a 20 speci?c purchase. According to 
an embodiment of the invention, customer purchase infor 
mation may include data about the dollar amount of a 
purchase, the city and state Where the purchase Was made, 
and the particular store Where the purchase Was made. Other 
data may also be included. 

[0040] A bottom-up taxonomy revieWs merchant text 
strings by merchant category code (“MCC”). Merchant text 
strings may be text information of a customer purchase. Text 
information may be a merchant description, the merchant’s 
city, the merchant’s state, the amount spent, and other 
information. An MCC may comprise a numerical code to 
identify a particular merchant. As various purchases are 
made, the hierarchical structure is evaluated to ensure that 
the various categories and sub-categories accurately portray 
customer purchase information. According to an embodi 
ment of the invention, an iterative process may occur as the 
top-doWn preference organiZation may be continually 
updated by the bottom-up preference organiZation. Accord 
ing to an embodiment of the invention, customer purchase 
information must reach certain thresholds to be considered 
for updating the organiZational structure. Thus, for example, 
data must cover at least a one year period and have trans 
action is excess of one million dollars to be considered for 
updating the organiZational structure. Other threshold levels 
may also be used. 

[0041] In the example of the hierarchical organiZational 
structure above, it may be determined that a large number of 
purchases are being made Which ?t under the “Shopping” 
category, but do not ?t under any of the sub-categories 
currently in use. The organiZational structure may be altered 
to create a neW sub-category labeled to ?t the purchases, 
thereby creating a more accurate structure for determining 
customer preferences. When modifying the organiZational 
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structure, categories and sub-categories may be added, 
deleted, or merged as appropriate. 

[0042] According to an embodiment of the invention, a 
customer preference may be created based on generated 
scores. A score may be based on customer accounts. All 
customer accounts may be ordered according to predeter 
mined criteria. Predetermined criteria may include customer 
purchase information in a particular category or sub-cat 
egory, such as, for example, the total dollar amount of 
purchases, the number of interactions or purchases in a 
particular category or sub-category, or other criteria. 

[0043] Scoring of a customer preference may be based 
upon the ordering of the customer accounts. According to an 
embodiment of the invention, the top 10% of accounts 
according to the ordering may receive a score of 100, the 
next loWer 10% receive a score of 90, and so on, With the 
bottom 10% receiving a score of 10. Accounts With a value 
of Zero may receive a score of Zero. Other scores may also 

be used. According to an embodiment of the invention, a 
customer preference may be created based on scoring of 
customer accounts. A customer preference may be based on 
all scores received, e.g., scores for each category and sub 
category in the organiZational structure. Thus, according to 
an embodiment of the invention, a customer preference 
discloses the categories and sub-categories Where a score of 
90 Was received, the categories and sub-categories Where a 
score of 80 Was received, etc. Other customer preferences 
may also be created. 

[0044] Customer purchase information may be compiled 
according to various manners. FIG. 2 illustrates one manner 
in Which preference information may be compiled and 
displayed. A table may be displayed With headings for 
describing the information displayed. Headings may include 
“Title/Description,”“Counts,” and Percentage.” Other head 
ings may also be displayed. 

[0045] According to an embodiment of the invention, 
category and sub-category information may be included 
under the “Title/Description” heading. Categories, such as 
“Shopping,” “Travel,” “Fashion,” and other categories, may 
be included under the “Title/Description” heading, With 
appropriate sub-categories located beneath the “various” 
categories. In the example of FIG. BB, the sub-categories 
“Department Store,” “Wholesale Clubs,” “Grocery,” and 
other sub-categories of “Shopping” may be displayed Fur 
ther sub-categories, such as “High Dollar,” “SaksTM,” “Nie 
man MarcusTM,” and BloomingdalesTM” may be displayed. 
Descriptions of each category or sub-category may be 
provided Where appropriate. 

[0046] According to an embodiment, the heading 
“Counts” may be used to count the number of customers that 
have some activity Within a particular category and sub 
category. The heading “Percentage” may be used to display 
the percentage of customers that have some activity With a 
particular category or sub-category. The count may be for a 
relevant time frame. 

[0047] In an embodiment of the invention, the counts may 
cover a one year period. Other time periods may also be 
used. Thus, for example, FIG. 2 illustrates the “Count” and 
“Percentage” for various categories and sub-categories. The 
category Shopping, for example, displays the number 1,478 
under the heading “Count.” Thus, there are 1,478 customers 
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With at least one activity in the “Shopping” category Within 
the relevant time frame. In the example illustrated, the total 
number of customers is 2,000. The category “Shopping” 
further displays the number 73.9 under the “Percentage” 
heading. Thus, 73.9 percent (1478/2000) of all customers 
have at least one activity in the “Shopping” category Within 
the relevant time frame. The “Nieman MarcusTM” sub 
category may have a count total of 212 and a percentage of 
10.6 (212/2000). These count and customer numbers are 
used by Way of eXample only. The present invention may be 
used for any number of customers and volume of customer 
purchase information. According to an embodiment, the 
invention may be used in system With millions of customers, 
and a large number of categories and sub-categories. The 
present invention may be limited only by the hardWare 
available for implementation. 

[0048] FIG. 6 illustrates one manner to compile and 
display customer scores. A table may be displayed With 
headings for describing the information displayed. Headings 
include “Title/Account” and “Score.” According to an 
embodiment of the invention, category and sub-category 
titles may be included under the “Title/Account” heading. 

[0049] The categories and sub-categories, such as “Shop 
ping”, “Department Stores,” “High S,” “Saks,” “Nieman 
Marcus,” and “Bloomingdales,” may be included. Individual 
customer names may also be included. According to an 
embodiment of the invention, the name of each customer 
Who has activity in a particular category or sub-category 
may be listed in the particular category or sub-category. As 
illustrated in FIG. 6, “Customer A,” “Customer B,” and 
“Customer C” represent various customers, and may be 
indicated for each category and sub-category. Scores for a 
customer in a particular category or sub-category are indi 
cated under the heading “Score”. 

[0050] Thus, in the eXample of FIG. 6, under the sub 
category “Nieman Marcus,” Customer A has a score of 90, 
Customer B has a score of 60, and Customer C has a score 
of 30, and Customer C has a score of 30. The scores assigned 
in the “High S” sub-category represented the combined 
customers of all sub-categories included in the “High S” 
sub-category. Inclusion of more customers may affect the 
score a customer receives. For eXample, according to an 
embodiment of the invention, scores may be assigned by the 
total dollar amount of purchases in a particular category or 
sub-category. A customer, such as Customer A, might 
receive a score of 90 for the large dollar amount of purchases 
at “Nieman Marcus.” The Combination of all customers A’s 
purchases at “High S” stores, plus neW customers Who spent 
more money, may result in Customer A only receiving a 
score of 70 in the “High S” sub-category. Customer A’s 
score may raise to an 80 in the “Department Store” sub 
category, as customers With loWer amounts of purchases are 
added to the consideration. Other scoring methods may also 
be used. Other methods for displaying customer purchase 
information may also be used. 

[0051] Customer purchase information may be placed 
Within an organiZational structure of the present invention. 
According to an embodiment of the invention, a link ?le 
may be created and used to place customer purchase infor 
mation Within an the organiZational structure. Alink ?le may 
be designed to standardiZe customer purchase information. 

[0052] Customer purchase information may be received in 
a purchase storage device from a plurality of separate 
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sources. According to an embodiment of the invention, a 
plurality of purchase storage devices may be used to receive 
appropriate information. A link ?le may be used to access 
customer purchase information from a purchase storage 
device and place it into an organiZational structure of the 
present invention. According to an embodiment of the 
invention, a link ?le may comprise a plurality of instruc 
tions. These instructions may direct a processor to place 
customer purchase information in predetermined locations 
Within an organiZational structure. Placement of customer 
purchase information aids in standardiZing various types of 
customer purchase information. Thus, according to an 
embodiment of the invention, a link ?le may comprise 
thousands of links to place information in an appropriate 
location(s) Within an organiZational structure. Customer 
purchase information may be placed Within appropriate 
categories and sub-categories of an organiZational structure. 

[0053] FIG. 3 illustrates, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention, an eXample of links, Which may be 
located Within a link ?le and Which may be used to place 
customer purchase information into an organiZational struc 
ture. Links may comprise operator instructions, preference 
code information, character instruction information, Word 
string information, and other information. 

[0054] According to an embodiment of the invention, 
operator instructions direct a processor(s) to perform a 
variety of operations for placing information Within an 
organiZational structure of the present invention. A proces 
sor may search a purchase storage device, retrieve speci?ed 
customer purchase information, and place the retrieved 
information in an organiZational structure of the present 
invention. Preference code information may indicate the 
preference category or sub-category to assign the results of 
a particular operator instruction. Character instruction infor 
mation may indicate the number of characters to access, 
While Word-string information may indicate the particular 
character to access. Other information interaction may also 
occur. 

[0055] According to an embodiment of the invention, 
operator instructions may instruct a processor to access 
information from a purchase storage device. Operator 
instructions may contain a plurality of instructions for a 
processor. In an embodiment, an operator instruction may 
include various components, including character matching, 
Word matching, and duration of processing. Other operator 
components may also be used. 

[0056] According to an embodiment of the invention, 
character matching components may instruct a processor to 
search a purchase storage device by various character 
parameters. Character parameters may include searching 
column by column in an organiZational structure for char 
acter matching, searching all of a column for tWo Word 
matching, searching all of a column but the ?rst Word for 
matching, and other character parameters. 
[0057] Word matching components may instruct a proces 
sor to search for a speci?c Word in a teXt-string in the 
customer purchase database. Word matching may include 
matching a particular Word, matching tWo Words and search 
ing the entire column, searching for tWo Words but searching 
all but the ?rst Word, and searching for a speci?c city and/or 
state. Other Word matching instructions may also be used. 

[0058] Length of processing components may direct a 
processor to end processing. According to an embodiment, 
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length of processing instructions may instruct a transaction 
processor to stop after ?nding a ?rst match, stop after ?nding 
a predetermined number of matches, or look for all matches 
Within a customer purchase database. Other length of pro 
cessing instructions may also be used. 

[0059] As noted above, a combination of Word matching, 
character matching, and length of processing components 
may instruct a processor to access information from a 
purchase storage device. An operator instruction according 
to an embodiment may instruct a processor to perform a 
column by column character match for each Word found in 
a description in the purchase storage device. The character 
match may be for a speci?c length, but the ?rst Word of the 
description is not search. Once a match is found, the 
processing may stop. 

[0060] According to another embodiment of the invention, 
an operator instruction may instruct a processor to skip the 
?rst Word of a description and search the remaining Words 
for tWo matches. The ?rst Word may be matched for a 
speci?c length against all remaining Words found in the 
description. If a match is found, all remaining Words are 
matched against the second Word. Processing may be 
stopped if a match to the tWo Words is found. Other 
operating instructions may also be used. 

[0061] Operating instructions may comprise a variety of 
combinations of Word matching, character matching, length 
of processing, and other information and/or instructions. 
These combinations Will only be limited by the capabilities 
of the transaction processor and the needs of the user. 

[0062] As illustrated by the eXample of FIG. 3, operation 
instructions may be assigned numerical values. By Way of 
eXample only, 00 may be an operator instruction to began 
looking under a speci?c merchant category code. An opera 
tor instruction designated by the number “1” may instruct a 
processor to perform a column by column character match 
for each Word in the description for a speci?ed length, Where 
processing is stopped if a match is found. According the 
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, the number 99 may 
designate the operator instruction to stop a processor from 
accessing any other information from a purchase storage 
device. Other designations, including teXt and alphanumeric, 
may be used to represent operator instructions. As Will be 
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art, any number 
and/or type of operator instructions may be use to access a 
purchase storage device. The type of operator instruction 
used may depend upon the processor used and the type of 
information to be placed in an organiZational structure. 

[0063] Again, as illustrated in the eXample of FIG. 3, a 
link may comprise an operator instruction, preference code 
information, character information, and Word-string infor 
mation. As explained above, the operator instruction may 
direct a processor to search a purchase storage device. 
Preference code information may be used to represent a 
category or sub-category of an organiZational structure. 
According to an embodiment of the invention, preference 
code information in a link may indicate under Which cat 
egory or sub-category information retrieved by the search 
Will be placed. 

[0064] According to an embodiment of the invention, a 
character information and Word-string information may 
interact to provide information to a processor. Character 
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information may instruct a processor to look for a particular 
number of characters, While the Word-string information 
may instruct a processor regarding Which particular charac 
ters to search for a purchase storage device. 

[0065] By Way of eXample only, FIG. 3 illustrates a 
number of links Which may be used With an embodiment of 
the present invention. In one eXample, a link may set forth 
as: 

1 727 O5 DELLi 

[0066] Wherein “1” designates an operator instruction, 
“727” designates preference code information, “05” desig 
nates the character information, and “DELL_” designates 
the Word-string information. According to an embodiment of 
the invention, a “_” may be used to indicate a space 
character. Thus, “DELL_” Would not be confused With 
“DELLCOM”. In this eXample, the operator instruction “1” 
may instruct the operator to perform a column by column 
character match for each Word in the description for a 
speci?ed length, Where processing is stopped if a match is 
found. The number of characters to look for (i.e., the 
speci?ed length), may be designated Within the link by the 
character information “05”. The characters searched for may 
be designated Within the link by the Word-string information 
“DELL_”. Thus, in the present eXample, the transaction 
processor may be instructed to search a purchase storage 
device for the Word-string “DELL_” for length of 5 char 
acters. 

[0067] Another eXample of links may be set forth as: 

6 651 O5 “LEVIi” 
6 651 O6 “LEVI’S” 
6 651 O6 “LEVISi” 

[0068] Wherein “6” represents an operator instruction, 
“651” represents a preference code information, “05” and 
“06” represent character information, and “LEVI_”, 
“LEVI’S”, and “LEVIS_” represent Word string informa 
tion. The “6” operator instruction may instruct a processor to 
perform a character match column by column for the Word 
found in the Word-string (in this example, either “LEVI_”, 
“LEVI’S”, or “LEVIS_”), but not searching the ?rst Word in 
the hierarchical database. The preference code information 
“651” may apply to the sub-category entitled “Clothing.” A 
processor may search a purchase storage device for 5 or 6 
character strings that match the appropriate Word-strings, 
“LEVI_”, “LEVI’S”, or “LEVIS_”. 
[0069] TeXt descriptions in a purchase storage device may 
be provided by individual merchants. Descriptions, there 
fore, may not be uniform betWeen each merchant. According 
to the embodiment of the preceding eXample, multiple links 
may be used to account for non-uniformity of merchant 
descriptions. In the three link eXample immediately above, 
three different links may be used to account for the non 
uniformity. One link may search for “LEVI_”, one link may 
search for “LEVI’S” and a third link may search for 
“LEVIS_”. A plurality of links alloWs for a term to be 
searched While reducing the probability that information Will 
not be found due to non-uniformity. Other types of links may 
also be used. 

[0070] According to an embodiment of the invention, 
links in a link ?le may be updated. Links may be updated to 
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account for modi?cations of the organizational structure, 
such as deletions, additions and/or merging of categories or 
sub-categories. Links may also be updated to account for 
changes in customer purchase information, such as neW 
stores or products. Links may be updated to account for 
changes in customer purchase information, such as neW 
stores or products. Links may also be updated for other 
reasons. 

[0071] FIG. 4 illustrates a system 10 according to an 
embodiment of the invention. Original offers 12 are sent 
through a classi?cation tool 16, thereby creating classi?ed 
offers 16. Various types of customer information 18 is input 
into a preference engine 20, Which may comprise a plurality 
of processors 22. According to an embodiment of the 
invention, each type of customer information 18 has a 
separate processor 22. Customer information 18, as 
described above, may include previous credit card transac 
tions, customer pro?les, customer applications, and other 
information. Customer information 18 is sorted into a pref 
erence database 24, Which may comprise a plurality of 
output databases 26. According to an embodiment of the 
invention, output from each processor 22 is placed into a 
separate output database 26. Relevant customer information 
is combined into customer accounts in an account database 
28. A match engine 30 combines relevant customer infor 
mation from the account database 28 and classi?ed offers 16 
to form a match table 32. Match table 32 may rank various 
classi?ed offers With respect to each account. 

[0072] It Will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in 
the art that the system for implementing the present inven 
tion may comprise a variety of different components and/or 
con?gurations. Separate devices may be used to implement 
each function. According to an embodiment of the invention, 
a computer processing unit may be con?gured to implement 
the various aspects of the invention. Other components, 
con?gurations, or combinations thereof may also be used. 

[0073] The present invention has been described in refer 
ence to customer purchase information received from credit 
card transactions. Customer purchase information, hoWever, 
may come from a variety of sources. In particular, customer 
purchase information may be received from debit card 
purchases, check purchases, and other types of purchases 
Where information may be gathered. 

[0074] According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a computer usable medium having computer 
readable program code embodied therein for presenting 
table information in portions may be provided. For eXample, 
the computer usable medium may comprise a CD ROM, a 
?oppy disk, a hard disk, or any other computer usable 
medium. One or more of the aspects of a system according 
to the present invention may comprise readable program 
code that is provided on the computer usable medium such 
that When the computer usable medium is installed on a 
computer system, those modules cause the computer system 
to perform the functions described. 

[0075] These and other embodiments and uses of the 
invention Will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the speci?cation and practice of the inven 
tion disclosed herein. The speci?cation and eXamples should 
be considered eXemplary only. The scope of the invention is 
only limited by the claims appended hereto. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. In a computer implemented system for storing and 

manipulating customer purchase information received from 
a plurality of sources, the computer system comprising a 
storage device for storing the customer purchase information 
and a processor for placing the customer purchase informa 
tion, a method for organiZing the customer purchase infor 
mation comprising the steps of: 

creating an organiZational structure in the storage device, 
Wherein the organiZational structure comprises a plu 
rality of categories, each category comprising a plural 
ity of sub-categories arranged in a hierarchy; 

receiving the customer purchase information; and 

placing the customer purchase information into at least 
one of the plurality of categories and the plurality of 
sub-categories using the processor. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the step of 
placing customer purchase information further comprises: 

placing the customer purchase information in a ?rst 
sub-category; and 

placing the customer information in one of the sub 
category or the category above the ?rst sub-category in 
the hierarchy. 

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising 
the step of creating a customer preference based on the 
customer purchase information and the category and sub 
category Where the customer purchase information is 
located. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the customer 
purchase information comprises at least one of: 

(a) a dollar amount of a customer purchase; 

(b) a city Where a customer purchase Was made; 

(c) a state Where a customer purchase Was made; and 

(d) a store Where a customer purchase Was made. 
5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 

the step of creating a customer preference based on the 
customer purchase information and the category and sub 
category Where the customer purchase information is 
located. 

6. The method according to claim 1, Wherein customer 
purchase information comprises customer purchase data for 
a plurality of individual customer purchases; and 

Wherein the step of placing customer purchase informa 
tion comprises placing the customer purchase data for 
an individual customer purchase into at least one pre 
determined category or sub-category. 

7. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the customer 
purchase information is based on a method of payment, 
Wherein the method of payment comprises at least one of: 

(a) credit card purchases; 

(b) debit card purchases; and 

(c) cheque purchases. 
8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 

the step of modifying the organiZational structure based on 
the received customer purchase information. 

9. The method according to claim 8, Wherein the step of 
modifying includes at least one of: 
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(a) adding a category; 

(b) adding a sub-category; 

(c) deleting a category; 

(d) deleting a sub-category; 

(e) merging a category; and 

(f) merging a sub-category. 
10. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the step of 

placing the customer purchase information further com 
prises using a link ?le to direct the processor, the link ?le 
comprising a plurality of instructions directing the processor 
to place customer purchase information in a predetermined 
location in the organiZational structure. 

11. The method according to claim 6, further comprising 
the step of creating a customer preference based on the 
placement of the customer purchase information into the at 
least one predetermined category or sub-category. 

12. The method according to claim 11, Wherein the step of 
creating a customer preference further comprises: 

combining customer purchase information for an indi 
vidual customer located Within a particular category or 
sub-category; 

assigning a value to the combined customer purchase 
information; and 

creating a customer preference based on the assigned 
value. 

13. The method according to claim 12, Wherein the step 
of assigning a value includes assigning a value based on 
dollar amount of purchases made by a customer over a 
predetermined period of time. 

14. The method according to claim 10, Wherein the 
predetermined location in the organiZational structure is 
determined based on the customer purchase information. 

15. The method according to claim 12, further comprising 
the steps of: 

creating a customer account; and 

placing the customer preference in the customer account. 
16. A system for manipulating customer purchase infor 

mation received from a plurality of sources comprising: 

means for creating an organiZational structure in a storage 
means, Wherein the organiZational structure comprises 
a plurality of categories, each category comprising a 
plurality of sub-categories arranged in a hierarchy; 

means for receiving the customer purchase information; 
and 

means for placing the customer purchase information into 
at least one of the plurality of categories and the 
plurality of sub-categories using the processor. 

17. The system according to claim 16, Wherein the means 
for placing customer purchase information further com 
prises: 

means for placing the customer purchase information in a 
?rst sub-category; and 

means for placing the customer information in one of the 
sub-category or the category above the ?rst sub-cat 
egory in the hierarchy. 

18. The system according to claim 17, further comprising 
means for creating a customer preference based on the 
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customer purchase information and the category and sub 
category Where the customer purchase information is 
located. 

19. The system according to claim 16, Wherein the cus 
tomer purchase information comprises at least one of: 

(a) a dollar amount of a customer purchase; 

(b) a city Where a customer purchase Was made; 

(c) a state Where a customer purchase Was made; and 

(d) a store Where a customer purchase Was made. 
20. The system according to claim 16, further comprising 

means for creating a customer preference based on the 
customer purchase information and the category and sub 
category Where the customer purchase information is 
located. 

21. The system according to claim 16, Wherein customer 
purchase information comprises customer purchase data for 
a plurality of individual customer purchases; and 

Wherein the means for placing customer purchase infor 
mation comprises means for placing the customer pur 
chase data for an individual customer purchase into at 
least one predetermined category or sub-category. 

22. The system according to claim 16, Wherein the cus 
tomer purchase information is based on a method of pay 
ment, Wherein the method of payment comprises at least one 
of: 

(a) credit card purchases; 

(b) debit card purchases; and 

(c) cheque purchases. 
23. The system according to claim 16, further comprising 

means for modifying the organiZational structure based on 
the received customer purchase information. 

24. The system according to claim 23, Wherein modifying 
the organiZational structure comprises at least one of: 

(a) adding a category; 

(b) adding a sub-category; 

(c) deleting a category; 

(d) deleting a sub-category; 

(e) merging a category; and 

(f) merging a sub-category. 
25. The system according to claim 16, Wherein the means 

for placing the customer purchase information further com 
prises means for using a link ?le to direct the processor, the 
link ?le comprising a plurality of instructions directing the 
processor to place customer purchase information in a 
predetermined location in the organiZational structure. 

26. The system according to claim 21, further comprising 
means for creating a customer preference based on the 
placement of the customer purchase information into the at 
least one predetermined category or sub-category. 

27. The system according to claim 26, Wherein the means 
for creating a customer preference further comprises: 

means for combining customer purchase information for 
an individual customer located Within a particular cat 
egory or sub-category; 

means for assigning a value to the combined customer 
purchase information; and 
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means for creating a customer preference based on the 
assigned value. 

28. The system according to claim 27, Wherein the means 
for assigning a value includes means for assigning a value 
based on dollar amount of purchases made by a customer 
over a predetermined period of time. 

29. The system according to claim 25, Wherein the pre 
determined location in the organiZational structure is deter 
mined based on the customer purchase information. 

30. The method according to claim 27, further compris 
ing: 

means for creating a customer account; and 

means for placing the customer preference in the cus 
tomer account. 

31. In a computer implemented system for storing and 
manipulating customer purchase information received from 
a plurality of sources, the computer system comprising a 
purchase storage device for receiving the customer purchase 
information, an organiZational structure storage device for 
storing the customer account information, and a processor 
for accessing and placing the customer purchase informa 
tion, the method of creating a customer account comprising 
the steps of: 

receiving customer purchase information at the purchase 
storage device; 

accessing the customer purchase information from the 
purchase storage device; 

placing the customer purchase information in a predeter 
mined location in the organiZational structure storage 
device; and 

creating a customer preference based on the placement of 
the customer purchase information in the organiZa 
tional structure storage device. 

32. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the step 
of placing the customer purchase information includes using 
a link ?le to direct the processor. 

33. The method according to claim 32, Wherein the link 
?le comprises a plurality of instructions directing the pro 
cessor to access predetermined customer purchase informa 
tion and place the accessed customer purchase information 
in a predetermined location in the organiZational structure 
storage device. 

34. The method according to claim 32, further comprising 
the step creating an organiZational structure in the organi 
Zational structure storage device, Wherein the organiZational 
structure comprises a plurality of categories, each category 
comprising a plurality of sub-categories arranged in a hier 
archy. 

35. The method according to claim 34, Wherein the link 
?le comprises a plurality of instructions directing the pro 
cessor to access predetermined customer purchase informa 
tion and place the accessed customer purchase information 
in a predetermined category or sub-category of the organi 
Zation structure. 

36. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the 
predetermined location in the organiZational structure stor 
age device is determined based on the customer purchase 
information. 

37. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the 
customer purchase information is based on a method of 
payment, Wherein the method of payment comprises at least 
one of: 
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(a) credit card purchases; 

(b) debit card purchases; and 

(c) cheque purchases. 
38. The method according to claim 31, further comprising 

the step creating an organiZational structure in the organi 
Zational structure storage device, Wherein the organiZational 
structure comprises a plurality of categories, each category 
comprising a plurality of sub-categories arranged in a hier 
archy. 

39. The method according to claim 38, Wherein customer 
purchase information includes customer purchase data for a 
plurality of individual customer purchases; and 

Wherein the step of placing customer purchase informa 
tion includes placing the customer purchase data for an 
individual customer purchase into at least one prede 
termined category or sub-category. 

40. The method according to claim 38, further comprising 
the steps of modifying the organiZational structure based on 
the received customer purchase information. 

41. The method according to claim 40, Wherein the step 
of modifying comprises at least one of: 

(a) adding a category; 

(b) adding a sub-category; 

(c) deleting a category; 

(d) deleting a sub-category; 

(e) merging a category; and 

(f) merging a sub-category. 
42. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the step 

of creating a customer preference further comprises: 

combining customer purchase information for an indi 
vidual customer located Within a particular category or 
sub-category; 

assigning a value to the combined customer purchase 
information; and 

creating a customer preference based on the assigned 
value. 

43. The method according to claim 42, Wherein the step 
of assigning a value includes assigning a value based on 
dollar amount of purchase made by a customer over a 
predetermined period of time. 

44. The method according to claim 42, further comprising 
the steps of: 

creating a customer account; and 

placing the customer preference in the customer account. 
45. A system for manipulating customer purchase infor 

mation received from a plurality of sources comprising: 

means for receiving customer purchase information; 

means for accessing the customer purchase information 
and placing the customer purchase information in a 
predetermined location in an organiZational structure 
storage means; and 

means for creating a customer preference based on the 
placement of the customer purchase information in the 
organiZational structure storage means. 
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46. The system according to claim 44, wherein placing the 
customer purchase information includes using a link ?le to 
direct the means for accessing and placing. 

47. The method according to claim 46, Wherein the link 
?le comprises a plurality of instructions directing the access 
ing and placing means to access predetermined customer 
purchase information and place the accessed customer pur 
chase information in a predetermined location in the orga 
niZational structure storage means. 

48. The system according to claim 46, further comprising 
means for creating an organiZational structure in the orga 
niZational structure storage means, Wherein the organiZa 
tional structure comprises a plurality of categories, each 
category comprising a plurality of sub-categories arranged 
in a hierarchy. 

49. The system according to claim 48, Wherein the link 
?le comprises a plurality of instructions directing the access 
ing and placing means to access predetermined customer 
purchase information and place the accessed customer pur 
chase information in a predetermined category or sub 
category of the organiZation structure. 

50. The system according to claim 45, Wherein the pre 
determined location in the organiZational structure storage 
means is determined based on the customer purchase infor 
mation. 

51. The system according to claim 45, Wherein the cus 
tomer purchase information is based on a method of pay 
ment, Wherein the method of payment comprises at least one 
of: 

(a) credit card purchases; 

(b) debit card purchases; and 

(c) cheque purchases. 
52. The system according to claim 45, further comprising 

means for creating an organiZational structure in the orga 
niZational structure storage means, Wherein the organiZa 
tional structure comprises a plurality of categories, each 
category comprising a plurality of sub-categories arranged 
in a hierarchy. 

53. The system according to claim 52, Wherein customer 
purchase information includes customer purchase data for a 
plurality of individual customer purchases; and 
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Wherein the means for accessing and placing customer 
purchase information includes means for placing the 
customer purchase data for an individual customer 
purchase into at least one predetermined category or 
sub-category. 

54. The system according to claim 52, further comprising 
means for modifying the organiZational structure based on 
the received customer purchase information. 

55. The system according to claim 54, Wherein modifying 
the organiZational structure comprises at least one of: 

(a) adding a category; 

(b) adding a sub-category; 

(c) deleting a category; 

(d) deleting a sub-category; 

(e) merging a category; and 

(f) merging a sub-category. 
56. The system according to claim 45, Wherein the means 

for creating a customer preference further comprises: 

means for combining customer purchase information for 
an individual customer located Within a particular cat 
egory or sub-category; 

means for assigning a value to the combined customer 
purchase information; and 

means for creating a customer preference based on the 
assigned value. 

57. The system according to claim 56, Wherein assigning 
a value includes assigning a value based on dollar amount of 
purchase made by a customer over a predetermined period 
of time. 

58. The system according to claim 5 6, further comprising: 

means for creating a customer account; and 

means for placing the customer preference in the cus 
tomer account. 


